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These wool gloves were a commissioned gift for my sister Cho, whose non-pseudonym begins 

with an “R.” Colorwork is not my strength, but her design parameters led me to a new (for me) 

technique: intarsia in the round. In this pattern, the charted piece of the pattern is worked back in 

forth in rows and joined at the end of each row. To keep the thumb gusset opposite the seam on 

each glove, the placement of the color chart differs from left hand to right. 

 

Materials 
Knit Picks Palette, (100 % wool), 211m/50g. Red and Yellow, less than one ball each. 

US #2 double-pointed needles 

Stitch markers 

Scrap yarn or stitch holder 

 

Gauge 
40 st/40 rows  = 4” in Stockinette Stitch 

 

Sizing 
Wrist: 6.5” 

Hand: 8” 

These sizes are about equivalent to a women’s large—seriously, my family’s hands are huge. To 

decrease, make sure that the thumb gusset is in the center of your rows, opposite the joined seam. 

The chart is worked over 25 stitches and should be centered between the gusset and the seam. 
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Pattern 
 Cast on 64 stitches in red and join in the round, taking care not to twist stitches. 

 Work  k1, p1 rib as follow: ½” red, ½” yellow, ½” red. 

 Increase: k4, m1 around (80 st). 

 Begin chart, using placement instructions for the correct hand. 

 Work back and forth in rows, knitting the odd rows and purling the even. 

 At the end of each right-side (odd) row, place a yo on the first needle, beside the first stitch 

of the right-side row.  At the end of each wrong-side row, purl the yo together with the last 

stitch of the row. 

 Work the first 10 rows of the chart, beginning the thumb gusset on row 11. 

 After working the complete chart, return to knitting in the round: knit two rounds in red. 

 Switch to k1, p1 rib and work as follows: 1 round red, 2 rounds yellow, 1 round red. 

 Bind off loosely.  

 

Left Hand Chart Placement 
Row 1: Work 48 in red St st, work 

chart (25 st), work 7 in red St st. 

 

Right Hand Chart Placement 
On Row 1: Work 7 in red St st, 

work chart (25 st), work to end in 

red St st. 

 

Thumb Gusset 
 On Row 11: Work 39 stitches as 

above. 

 Place marker, k1, m1, k1, m1, 

k1, place marker. 

 On all wrong-side rows, work 

even, slipping markers. 

 Row 13 (and subsequent right-

side rows): sm, k1, m1, k to last 

stitch before marker, m1, k1, 

sm. 

 Continue in this manner until 

there are 25 stitches between the 

markers. 

 On the next right-side row, 

place stitches on scrap yarn or a 

stitch holder. 

 To finish: Pick up 25 stitches from scrap yarn and 5 stitches from the glove (30 st). 

Round 1& 2: Knit in red. 

Round 3: k1, p1 rib in red. 

Round 4 & 5: k1, p1 rib in yellow. 

Round 6: k1, p1 rib in red. 

Round 7: Bind off. 
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About the Designer 
Melissa Walshe is a non-school teacher, a writer, and a knitter. She is new to the fine art of 

pattern design and would be grateful for feedback from experienced knitters. Her blog on forays 

into fiber can be found at http://variationsonastring.wordpress.com/. Melissa lives in semi-close 

proximity to Boston, where she is engaged in a constant battle for bandwidth and her stitch 

counter with, respectively, her husband and their two cats.  

http://variationsonastring.wordpress.com/
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